
CONTACT OP OF THE BCT BOUNTY ANN BEFORE TRANSLATING ANYTHING 
AND INQUIRE IF THE ARTICLE YOU ARE INTERESTED STILL NEEDS 

TRANSLATING INTO YOUR LANGUAGE.

Fill this form to participate in the Tryvium Translation bounty for TYM rewards. 
Only validly filled forms will be eligible for participation. 

By submitting this form you agree to the following terms and conditions, and you 
confirm that you have read, understood and agreed to them. 
If you do not agree to the following terms and conditions you ARE NOT ALLOWED to 
participate in this bounty.

Translation bounty

- The video must be at least 2 minutes long 
- The video must be Tryvium and or TYM themed 
- The video must not be deceptive or otherwise misrepresent Tryvium and/or TYM 
- The video must be original and must not violate any copyright or distribution rights 
- We determine of what quality your video is, by our sole discretion. You have no say and 
no appeal to our decision 
- We reserve the right to disqualify any video without explanation 
- All videos will be considered approved only after our team officially approves it on BCT 

By submitting a media to us you agree that we are not OBLIGATED to pay you IF we 
deem the media to be of a too poor quality or “off-topic”. You also agree that the Tryvium 
team determines your reward as they we fit, by our own standards not known to any 
outside party. 
By submitting a media to us you agree that you are giving us the copyrights and 
distribution rights to your work for the purposes of spreading Tryvium awareness among 
the general/broader public. 
When/if we publish your work anywhere we will include your provided name stating you 
as the author + include a disclaimer indemnifying Tryvium in case of any potential 
copyright or distribution rights infringements/issues. 

Terms and conditions



Tryvium, Tryvium Company LTD, Tryvium community, TYM and all other entities, groups 
and natural persons helping Tryvium in any way are not responsible for any laws you 
break by participating in the campaigns and bounties described herein. You alone bear 
the responsibility for complying with local and global laws and legislations, and in case of 
failing to comply with your  local and global laws and legislations you alone will bear the 
consequences and will hold Tryvium, Tryvium Company LTD, Tryvium community, TYM 
and all other entities, groups and natural persons helping Tryvium in indemnity. 

Any potential legal issues for Tryvium, Tryvium Company LTD, Tryvium community, TYM 
and all other entities, groups and natural persons helping Tryvium that may result from 
your actions, within the scope of campaigns and bounties described within this thread, 
will fall upon you as the sole responsible actor for your actions. 

You understand and agree that you: 
- are not allowed to misrepresent, incorrectly represent Tryvium, nor are you allowed to 
in any way falsify any information regarding Tryvium. 
- are not allowed to imply profitability of Tryvium as an investment or trade. You are not 
allowed to do any other unlawful representation or act. If you violate any local or global 
laws you are solely responsible for your actions. 
- must comply with all applicable laws, including but not limited to the laws pertaining to 
affiliate marketing. 

You confirm that you are of legal age and have the right and capacity to understand and 
agree to this disclaimer and other requirements written within this post. 

 https://forms.gle/SgT3RkLbKMB6ZM3n7


